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5+ years.
50+ publisher partners.
50,000+ branded content articles and videos distributed, per year.
Our business, Polar, runs the world’s largest branded content platform for
trusted publishers. We provide large publishers globally (the likes of Conde
Nast, News Corp, Oath, Gannett, and The Telegraph) with the tools that
they use to distribute, serve, optimize and measure the branded content
campaigns that they sell to agencies and clients. We are the “Intel inside”
for publisher branded content and see more publisher-led branded
content than any single publisher, agency or technology provider globally.
The average consumer, agency or brand would have no idea that our
technology is being used behind-the-scenes. We are seen as a trusted
technology provider and business partner to publishers, as we do not sell
branded content. Rather we are motivated to see the publisher-led
business grow.
The publisher-led branded content business is a $7 billion digital market
globally this year and growing a healthy 40% year-over-year. The big are
getting bigger, with the top 100 publishers taking home $4.6 billion for
digital branded content and the top 50 expected to generate on average
$64 million each this year. Many of these are our partners and we like to
think that we’ve had a small hand to play in helping them get there.

I am worried about the future growth opportunity for the publisher-led branded
content business, in its current form. It has been growing like a rocket ship in
recent years but I fear the current iteration may soon hit a ceiling, or worse, fall
off a cliff.
Massive, sudden and unexpected disruption is a trend in media and advertising over
the past decade. When print revenues started to decline for newspaper publishers, it
was not a slow and steady decline. Revenues fell off a cliff overnight. When audiences
began adopting ad blockers, it was not slow. Adoption soared overnight. Direct-sold
digital display did not move programmatic over many years, it happened over a few
months. Now publishers are seeing very low demand for direct-sold display. When
Facebook or Google change their algorithms on how content is discovered, publishers
and brands are rarely able to anticipate the change. The drop-off in audience happens
overnight and everyone is distracted trying to figure out what to do.
The threat of massive disruption to the publisher-led branded content business is
looming and that is why we start this market vision brief about the future with a
warning about the current reality. The short-term revenue success publishers are
experiencing is making many comfortable and lazy. The rug may get pulled out from
under you and you have no idea it’s coming. We will then present ideas for the future
of branded content. These are seeds we are planting, expecting that some will grow
into little saplings next year and into full trees over the coming years. I invite you to
join me in this conversation about the future of branded content.
Kunal Gupta

The reality of the publisher branded content
business today...

Branded content has enjoyed healthy growth for the past few years, and
looking to the future, there are three potential paths ahead:
1.
Continued growth: rocket ship growth continues, 40%
year-over-year has been the recent run-rate for most publishers.
2.
Stagnation: publishers hit a ceiling and growth starts to slow
(which it has for some mature businesses already).
3.
Decline: revenue falls off a cliff, unexpectedly, like it did for print
advertising and direct-sold digital display.
And with the market waking up to the lack of trust in the Open Web (aka
the Dirty Web) and Social Web (aka the Closed Web), you would think that
this is added fuel to the fire would help ignite the next phase of growth for
the publisher-led branded content business.
I think otherwise.
There are serious challenges with the publisher-led branded content
business today that need to be understood if we are going to start to
invest for a future that has a shot of growth. Otherwise the rug may be
pulled out from you.
In this next section, we will review the signs of disruption across 3 key
stakeholder groups: publishers, agencies and brands.

Publisher Sales Challenge
One of the weakest links with branded content growth might just be the publisher sales team. Although many
publishers have large branded content businesses, they are not yet scalable or sustainable (I do not believe
anything in digital advertising is truly sustainable, everything changes).

Publisher Sales Challenge: overflowing sales bag

Publishers have so many ad products to sell that sales
teams end up going a “mile wide and an inch deep”
with respect to their product knowledge. As a result, a
buyer of branded content (agency or client) often
knows more about content than the publisher sales
rep does.
I can empathize with the difficult situation a seller is in;
desperate to find new revenues and ways to
differentiate. To make matters worse, publishers are
introducing new ad products every quarter. On the
contrary, if you look at Facebook’s sales bag, it’s fairly
simple. They have 4 ad products (3 if you remove app
downloads). Google has really just 3 (YouTube,
AdSense and, DBM).

Publisher Sales Challenge: media sellers are not content sellers
Publisher sales reps are trained to sell media.
They are offering real estate. Publishers have not
done a good job demonstrating the value for a
brand to be associated in their trusted content
environment versus others. As a result, there is
no perceived differentiation from one publisher
to the next. The formula to sell media has been
simplified to audience reach and advertising
rates.
Content is completely different. It has to start by
asking a client questions about their objectives,
to understand what they want to achieve. Then
a rep needs to essentially consult and bring a
solution to the table. A Deloitte consultant may
have a better shot at selling branded content in
the future than a publisher media seller if we’re
honest.

Publisher Sales Challenge: the 100/20 reality

100% of branded content is sold by less than 20%
of the sales reps. Even though branded content
is a $7 billion digital market today for publishers
and it shows up on every RFP from agencies
today, not everyone on the team is capable or
has experience selling it.
The high churn rates of media sellers is a risk.
When a publisher loses one of those branded
content sellers, revenue for the quarter is now at
risk. With Google and Facebook eating
everyone’s lunch, the best ad sales reps are
probably not going to be applying for jobs at
publishers in the future. They will chase the
money.

Agency Disruption Challenge
It may be difficult to run a publisher today but to run a media agency is even more difficult. They are under
tremendous pressure to be more efficient (margins have gone from 20% down to 5% on standard media),
demonstrate differentiation (which they struggle with greatly) and justify their value (which everyone is
questioning). Pay attention to how the biggest marketers, like P&G and Unilever, speak about their agencies in
public. It is clear that the relationships are increasingly strained.

Agency Disruption Challenge: winner takes all

Previously a big branded content RFP would go to
maybe ten publishers and three would get selected.
Now it’s become a winner-take-all game where the
agency selects only one publisher. Why? Margin. It’s
more efficient and less overhead for them to manage
one publisher program versus three.
Branded content programs are not easy to execute
today. The lack of clarity up-front about the client’s
objectives often leads to content that is re-done or
off-the-mark. Ownership of distribution is becoming less
clear as agencies try to insert themselves into the
process. And measurement is a complete mess. It is
easier for an agency to “delegate” the entire mess to a
single publisher than to try and calibrate three different
publisher processes and KPIs into one that they can
explain back to their client.

Agency Disruption Challenge: in-house content agencies

Most media agencies have created their own content
agencies now to increase margin and attempt to offer
some differentiation. As a by-product, they are
disintermediating publishers. Content may be high on
the client’s agenda but a publisher is not the first stop to
create it or distribute it anymore.
Publishers are getting lost in the build vs buy. There has
also been an increase in ‘fake RFPs’, where agencies are
fishing for creative ideas from publisher studios, and
then turning around to execute those creative ideas
in-house. Agencies then buy distribution across native
ad networks (often getting to appear on the same
publisher websites that would have charged them an
arm-and-a-leg) or social networks, cutting out publishers
completely.

Agency Disruption Challenge: no loyalty

Publisher renewal rates are low, which
means that agencies are not loyal to
publishers (likely a trickle down from
clients not being loyal to agencies). It’s like
going to a food court. Today I had a falafel.
It was great. And tomorrow, I am going to
have Thai food. Even though the falafel
vendor gave me a great meal that I enjoyed
and was deeply satisfying, I am conditioned
to think that variety is good and I want
something new.
This is how agencies are viewing branded
content. Even when a publisher hits it out
of the park on a campaign, the agency will
still choose another publisher for the next
campaign, for the sake of trying someone
new.

Brands Moving On
Even though content is a priority for most, publisher-led branded content has become a “nice-to-have” for
brands and is definitely not a “must-have”. Publishers have to wake up to the reality that brands are moving on
from the traditional content executions and not going to wait for them to catch-up.

Brands Moving On: fatigue with publisher branded content

“Content marketing has grown up. As the age of “sponsored
posts” comes to a close and platforms like Facebook
continue to make it harder for brands to reach audiences,
brands are facing a new host of challenges when it comes
to producing and disseminating their content.” This is the
opening statement on Digiday’s Content Marketing Summit
website.
There is general fatigue in the market around branded
content, as it is becoming the new advertorial (which no one
is getting rich off of anymore). There has also been a lot of
bad branded content, be it the creative, distribution or
measurement, that has led to the perception that branded
content is not a home run move for a rising marketer
looking to impress their boss.

Brands Moving On: investing in-house
Brands are not satisfied with the state of digital
advertising today and are quickly losing trust in
the ecosystem. There is a move to bring many
marketing and advertising capabilities in-house,
or at least strengthen their understanding of
what’s happening. As digital approaches 50% of
all advertising spend, it’s natural to expect that
there will be more attention and rigor placed on
the investment.
The ecosystem of content providers, distribution
solutions and measurement tools available now
to brands to help them create their own content
and distribute it themselves is growing fast. And
while they may not always get the results they
are promised, they are investing, experimenting
and learning by allocating budgets to in-house
initiatives (and doing less with publishers).

Brands Moving On: prove the ROI

Few brands are growing their marketing teams as
CMOs are coming under increasing pressure from
CFOs and CEOs to justify the ROI on their
advertising spend. And branded content today is
difficult to measure ROI on.
Branded content can be an effective tool to
influence awareness, perception and
consideration as part of a customer journey
however it is difficult to prove in a digital media
ecosystem anchored on last-click-attribution
models. Unless publishers can prove that “it works”
(not that they delivered audience), branded
content will remain a nice-to-have solution for
brands.
Like the cherry on top of an ice cream sundae, it
looks good and that’s about it.

The Future of Branded Content
The challenges facing the current publisher branded content business are clear. What is less clear is what to do
about it now.
I am an optimist and do believe there is a future for the publisher branded content business that will lead to
continued (or even increased) revenue growth. It will just have to look different than the business today.
Would you rather put yourself out of business first or be put out of business by someone else? In any
technology-fuelled arena (which is now every industry), the pace of disruption is continuing to accelerate, which
means only one thing: your business is about to be disrupted. Once you accept this reality, then you can focus on
what to do about it. If you choose to be in denial, then you’ll be left wondering what happened.
Publishers have had some experience with this.
Our team has focused for the past ten years offering technology solutions to the publishing industry. We have had
the opportunity to witness drastic business disruption up close and now have a unique skill to spot it ahead of it
happening.

I often share a story of Apple’s unique ability to disrupt itself ahead of its
competitors. Reflect back 20 years, when Apple launched the iPod. It was an
innovative, well-marketed and stylish product that quickly became a
must-have gadget. They quickly owned the portable music player category.
At the top of their game in this industry, they then made an unexpected
move. They launched the iPod mini, followed by the iPod nano. Smaller and
cheaper versions of their original breakthrough innovation. Most business
leaders would sit around the table and squash the idea of commoditizing
their homerun product. Apple decided to put themselves out of business
before a competitor did, and it was a smart move they continued to make.
A few years later, in 2007, the iPhone was released, with all the features of an
iPod and more. In 2010, the iPad was released, with pretty much all of the
features of an iPhone (except the phone). They created a new category for
tablets and no one could come close to touching their lead. Yet a few years
later, the iPad mini was released, a smaller and cheaper version of the iPad.
And then the MacBook Air was released, a more powerful version of the iPad.
This is the reason Apple is now the most valuable listed company on the stock
exchange. They chose to put themselves out of business first before someone
else did, consistently over the past two decades.
That is the tall ask now of publishers, to build a new future for branded
content. It will require the bold move to cannibalize the current iteration.

The Trusted Web
Digital media and advertising is a complete mess today. The average consumer has no idea how much their data is
being used and abused, the attention economy is not a fair value exchange by the platforms, publishers are creating
less and less original content and advertisers are not sure if their efforts online are even worth it.
To understand the future of branded content, we have to start with understanding how the web is perceived by
consumers, brands and publishers today and where it is likely going.

The First Era: The Open Web

The first era of the web started about 20 years ago, which we call the Open Web. Audiences globally flocked
online, hardware and connectivity went mainstream and services like Google, Wikipedia and online content
became popular.
About 10 years into that journey, programmatic technologies were introduced for advertising and fast-forward to
present day, the Open Web has become the Dirty Web. With ad blocking, annoying and creepy ads, bots, fraud,
data breaches, privacy regulation, brand safety concerns, toxic and divisive content, the number of issues
continue to pile on and we believe that this will collapse in the coming years.
When something is so dirty that it cannot be cleaned, you throw it out.

The Second Era: The Social Web

The second era of the web started about 10 years ago, which we call the Social Web. Led by Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube, audiences began creating, sharing and consuming content with each other on mass and this was
further accelerated with the adoption of smartphones.
Now 10 years into this second era, the cracks are starting to show. Concerns with Facebook about data, privacy
and trust and concerns with YouTube about brand safety and funding extremist content are showing that the
social web is becoming unsafe. While the platforms may be too big to fail, we believe they are becoming the
Closed Web as they make less data available, add tons of moderation and introduce more controls on how their
platforms are used by third-parties.
The irony is that Google started as an original Open platform but are now becoming Closed.

The Third Era: The Trusted Web
The third era we believe is being born
right now, and we are calling it the
Trusted Web.
What are some of the signs that the
Trusted Web is being born? Consumers
are starting to pay more for premium
content (be it news, video, audio).
E-commerce is growing rapidly as
people trust the web to handle
payments. The need for real news for the
benefit of society is clearer than ever
before. Advertisers are questioning the
effectiveness of traditional digital
advertising that is purely
audience-based. Privacy and data
regulation has gone mainstream.
Trust will increasingly become the
currency for the web.

Trust is the new currency
Based on the assumption that the Trusted Web is the future, we have to ask how does branded content fit within this.
The argument can be made today that branded content is not part of the trusted web. When a consumer sees a piece of
branded content, they are aware that it has been influenced by an advertiser and as such, trust the content a little less
than the other content they may view. They still choose to engage with it because it may be on a topic that is interesting,
used a compelling headline that got them to click or an image that caught their attention. However they are
unconsciously applying a trust filter while consuming the content, to help them decide whether or not to believe it.
For content in the future to be of value, consumers have to trust it. Trust in content means trust in the brand providing it.
That brand may be a traditional publisher, a marketer, an influencer or even a friend. Publisher brands garner trust more
easily as there is an assumption that the content was produced using a process that is objective, thorough and unbiased.
That is a formula that consumers believe leads to content that they can trust and as a result, want to spend time with.
For brands to invest more (and not less) in content, they need to trust the process as well. That includes production,
distribution and measurement of content. Today is a wild-wild-west, and maturity in all of the processes involved can
lead to greater trust for brands that will make it easier for them to rely on this strategy.

Strategies for a different future for Branded Content
Next we will plant a number of seeds, to help inspire you to reflect on a different future for publisher
branded content. It is the start of a longer conversation.
Some of these may feel uncomfortable. As I’m sure it did for Apple the half dozen times they chose to
disrupt themselves first before someone else did.

A Different Future: UNBRANDED CONTENT

The Trusted Web needs UNBRANDED CONTENT
For branded content to be part of the Trusted Web, it may
need to be unbranded. By this, we mean content that (a)
readers can trust, (b) provides value on relevant topics and
(c) that a brand can be associated with.
The act of integrating a brand into content hurts the trust
factor with consumers. And the disclosure that a brand was
involved discourages some from engaging and sharing. To
be clear, we are not suggesting that unbranded content
means choosing to not disclose branded content.
Unbranded content is a vision for a new content solution
that publishers would offer clients in the future. We have
ideas for what this could mean in practical terms, however
we do not want to bias you (yet). I encourage you to build a
vision by yourself first.

A Different Future: BRANDED CONTENT STORIES
Headlines, images and articles are boring, enter BRANDED CONTENT STORIES
Mobile devices are now the top media consumption device (more time is spent with
media on a smartphone than laptops, TV or print). And it’s not a big leap to assume
that the majority of time on mobile is within a half-dozen apps (including YouTube,
Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp, Snapchat and Twitter). And within these, consumer
attention is gravitating towards platforms like Instagram and Snapchat, which provide
a content experience that is engaging and effective.
When was the last time you clicked on a native ad intentionally? The current
promotion formats on the Open Web (aka the Dirty Web) are headline and image
based. These are boring for most consumers and do not compare to what the
platforms are offering. The traditional headline, image and article execution of
branded content is not aligned with what consumers are being trained to engage
with and it’s time to evolve.
Imagine a branded content format where an interesting narrative is told within the
promotional card, versus in some other destination. The content is the ad, which is the
content. I think this is why Facebook is making such a strong push on Stories right
now, as they are bringing the content (and ads) inside the platform versus asking
users to leave. Publishers can do the same, but offer a brand-safe, contextual and
trusted environment to clients which Facebook cannot.

A Different Future: WORKHORSE
Branded Content needs to mature from a showhorse to a WORKHORSE
Showhorse branded content programs win awards. Never been done before ideas
that industry insiders remember and talk about for months. They build careers,
especially in creative domains.
However, they are also expensive and can be low (or even no) margin. Production
costs go through the roof. Technology used to execute them is custom, meaning not
stable. Measurement is difficult. They are challenging to renew and impossible to
scale.
Workhorse branded content programs need to be easy. To execute, measure and
renew. Given the experience most publishers have, now is the time to build
workhorse content products. Examine every piece of a content program, including
the sales process, asset development, creative approvals, KPI alignment, distribution,
measurement and renewal. Design new products that agencies and clients will want
because they are easy and effective.
Best of all, workhorse products can scale if done well.

A Different Future: ENGAGED VIEW RATE
Engagement is the KPI for content, enter ENGAGED VIEW RATE
Display, for all its challenges, has taught us thought us how to scale. And branded content
has yet to scale, partly because of the challenge in measuring it. We need an equivalent to
CTR and we think it can be EVR: Engaged View Rate.
EVR is the % of consumers reached that were engaged with the content. A viewability
threshold for content engagement. We recently commissioned Ipsos to help us understand
how attention with content impacts brand metrics. The data (soon to be published) shows
clearly that more attention with content leads to higher brand lift.
Like viewability, a minimum attention threshold is needed to be considered a real
engagement. Unlike viewability though, that minimum threshold should be meaningful.
Display viewability is defined as 50% of an ad is in-view for at least 1 second. Facebook video
views are defined as the video seen for 3 seconds.
Based on the data we have, we believe Engaged Views are page views or video views that
had at least 10 seconds of active attention time with the content.
This is different than average time spent. Google only looks at time data for users who stay
within a publisher’s domain (which rarely happens in a mobile environment) and Adobe
uses a sampling technique given the scale they operate at.
Our current global EVR benchmark is 63%.

A Different Future: VERIFICATION
Publishers, time to STOP MARKING YOUR OWN HOMEWORK
Third-party verification has hit every segment of digital media except branded
content. That will soon change as buyers realize that most publishers are in fact
marking their own homework. The irony is that publisher executives have been
calling on Facebook publicly for the past year on this topic, while they are as guilty
of it themselves.
The KPI for branded content today is page views, unique views or video views.
These are all measured using publisher tools. Compare this to display advertising.
No buyer uses a publisher’s DFP data to measure display. They all use buy-side tools
like DCM/DBM (previously DFA) as third-party impression trackers are
commonplace for media.
Accurate third-party measurement tools are going to be important for the
publisher business. As a case study of what not to do, we can look at Comscore. The
mere mention of Comscore triggers most publishers to roll their eyes, as they have
seen consistently that their data for unique reach does not come anywhere close to
Comscore’s. Comscore is an example of a buy-side measurement technology that
the sell-side was forced to use, for the benefit of the buy-side. Can you imagine if
branded content reach was measured by Comscore and figures were 30-50% lower
than reality because of their methodology? That would sink the branded content
margins for most publishers and as a result, the business.

A Different Future: ATTRIBUTION
Proving it works with new ATTRIBUTION MODELS
Content has an important role to play in the customer
journey for a brand, at the awareness, perception and brand
building phases in particular. Proving that content
contributed to the customer journey is a challenge though.
The age old quote of “half the money I spend on advertising
is wasted; the trouble is, I don't know which half” is no longer
true in digital. The half that is working is the half that I can
prove. And in recent years, that has been the half that’s been
allocated to Facebook and Google, which is why that half is
now two thirds and growing to be four fifths.
Branded content risks falling into the portion of ad spend
that the ROI cannot be proven for. There is no easy solution
but there are a few signals of where we can start. First,
marketers are investing heavily in their own data stacks (i.e.
martech) which today have little to no connection to
publisher-led branded content programs. Audience
segmentation, building look-a-like targets, content insights
based on broader consumption and customer journey
mapping are all opportunities to explore further.

A Different Future: BRAND OWNED CHANNELS

Branded Content can have many homes, including OWNED BRAND CHANNELS
Marketers are investing in their owned channels, in part as response to the messiness of the Open Web (aka Dirty Web) and
to reduce reliance on the Social Web (aka Closed Web). A key challenge they are facing is how to engage with their
customers in a meaningful way.
I often joke that when brands produce content, it reads like marketing. When agencies product content, it reads like
advertising. And when publishers product content, it reads like content. And in the Trusted Web, customers want content
that is valuable, informative and most of all, trusted. They do not want more marketing and definitely not more advertising.
This is the opportunity for publishers to help brands better engage their own customers within their owned channels with
content that is trusted. Today, publishers have made it complex for brands to use branded content on owned channels. This
needs to change.

A Different Future: CPM & CPE MODELS

CPM

CPV

CPE

The currency for Branded Content will move past CPV and back to CPM and CPE
Page views, unique views and video views are the current KPI for content programs, turning every program effectively into
an CPV (cost-per-view, page view, unique view or video view) model.
CPV is challenging because it is a race to scale, with little differentiation being offered by publishers except reach and rate.
Additionally, not all views are considered equal. A publisher arbitraging traffic from low-quality traffic sources to inflate page
view counts or counting Facebook 3-second video views is delivering less value to clients than a publisher who is offering
their on-site audience (which is what clients believe they are getting anyways).
The promise of content versus display and social is the value of high-quality engagement. If the content is solid, audiences
will spend time with it. If audiences do not spend time with content, then the ability for the brand to influence the consumer
is limited. As such, an Engaged View model makes sense, especially for long-form branded content (articles, interactives and
long-form video). CPE, cost-per-engaged-view, would be the number of page views, unique views or video views with a
minimum attention per view (e.g. 10 seconds).
To offer an alternative, for short-form branded content (ala branded content stories), where the content is in the promotional
format itself, a CPM model makes the most sense. The KPIs will be anchored on some form of engagement rate with the
content card to establish benchmarks and comparisons to understand if the content was relevant for the audience or not.

A Different Future: EASY TO BUY, EASY TO SELL
Branded Content needs to be EASY TO BUY and EASY TO SELL
The challenges facing publishers are clear. Branded content has
not been easy for publisher sales teams to adopt at scale, as less
than 20% of the sellers have proven capable of selling it, it is
fundamentally different than selling media and sales kits are
overblown and complex.
Agencies are also not going to be great customers in the future,
given they are themselves being disrupted and in an act of
desperation, trying to disintermediate publishers and offer
content solutions themselves. It’s a bad idea to sell to a customer
who is trying to do what you do.
We think the buyer of branded content in the future is
brand-direct and the solution they are buying will look and feel
quite different than what most publishers offer today. Simply put,
to realize this vision, branded content has to be easy to buy and
easy to sell. Which today it’s not.
Facebook and Google have done a great job of making their
solutions easy to buy and easy to sell. They have set the bar and
now publishers have to meet it.

A Different Future: SME OPPORTUNITY
The untapped branded content opportunity with
SMEs
If we assume that branded content is easy to buy and
easy to sell, that workhorse products are available and
that measurement and attribution is clear, then a
bigger opportunity opens up with SMEs
(small-to-medium sized enterprises).
Facebook has 6 million advertisers, the majority of
which are SMEs. The long-tail has been key for
Facebook and Google’s success. Today, branded
content is not available easily to SMEs.
While some publishers, primarily local news brands,
have offered SME-focused branded content solutions,
many still feel like they are fitting a square peg into a
round hole. It is not about scaling down the showhorse
products offered to Fortune 1000 brands, but instead
re-imagining branded content from the ground up for
small businesses. Once we do this, themes like
self-serve, client-direct sales channels and standard
pricing become obvious ingredients.

A Final Thought...
Yes, branded content is a good business today. Publishers focused on it are generating solid revenues and it is carrying
their digital growth. Thanks to all of this, we have been able to build a profitable business offering technology solutions
to large publishers globally.
However, I fear that the current iteration of the publisher branded content business has the risk of falling off a cliff. And
as a trusted partner to some of the world’s largest publishers, we see it as our responsibility to help identify the threats
and explore the opportunities.
I invite you to join us in a conversation about the future of branded content. We not only have ideas but are building
solutions to meet the future needs of the publisher branded content business. Our team has a ten-year track-record of
predicting the future and offering solutions aligned with new growth opportunities.
My final thought for leaders in the publisher business is to be open to a different future for branded content. As a friend
once shared with me, “change may be difficult but I can guarantee you it’s a lot more fun than obsolescence”.
Kunal Gupta
CEO, Polar
kunal@polar.me
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